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The Ford Excursion is a full-size sport utility vehicle that was produced by the Ford Motor
Company between model years and in Mexico. Based on the Super Duty pickup truck platform,
it served as Ford's largest SUV in its lineup during the tenure of its production and mainly
competed against the smaller Chevrolet Suburban. The last Excursion was produced on
September 30, , at Ford's Louisville plant, although the last Excursions were sold as models for
the Mexican market. Introduced in as a model year, the Excursion was immediately criticized for
being too large to fit in most home garages and had poor fuel economy around mpg highway
and mpg city relative to the Chevrolet Suburban and GMC Yukon XL , its chief competitors.
Sales were initially good, but slowed as gasoline prices rose. Industry insiders expected Ford to
stop producing the Excursion, but sales continued through the model year, for which it received
a minor facelift, and production of the Excursion ended in September Ford needed to free up
capacity at the Louisville plant that produces the Super Duty pickup trucks. A more fuel
efficient, extended-length Expedition , named the Expedition EL Max in Canada and Mexico ,
has replaced the Excursion in the company's lineup for the model year. Engine options started
out with V8 and V10 Gasoline engines and a 7. The models replaced the 7. A 4-speed automatic
transmission was standard, a 5-speed automatic introduced in The 5. The 6. The rear axle for all
Excursions was a Sterling The truck uses code U4 in the 5th and 6th positions of the VIN. In the
Excursion saw the availability of an upmarket Eddie Bauer trim line. The Excursion included a
unique feature called the "BlockerBeam", which was an under-bumper rollbar-like device that
helped stop smaller vehicles from sliding under an Excursion during collisions. The
BlockerBeam concept is now widely used in the industry. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In
Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Retrieved on Sales Record ". Sales Climb 8. Ford Motor
Company. Archived from the original on Wikimedia Commons has media related to: Ford
Excursion. Ford Motor Company vehicles. Categories :. Cancel Save. Universal Conquest Wiki.
FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Full-size sport utility vehicle. Front engine , rear-wheel
drive , four-wheel drive. This page uses some content from Wikipedia. The original article was at
Ford Excursion. The list of authors can be seen in the page history. Please check page history
for when the original article was copied to Wikia. Mid-size crossover. Full-size crossover.
Mid-size SUV. Full-size SUV. Compact pickup. Mid-size pickup. Explorer Sport Trac. Full-size
pickup. Super Duty. Transit Connect. Current and future models. Historical models. The Ford
Excursion was a full-size sport utility vehicle produced by the Ford Motor Company between
model years and in Mexico. It was the largest SUV in the lineup while it was produced. Based on
the Super Duty pickup truck platform, it offered large V8 gasoline and diesel and V10 gasoline
engines while it was also Ford's only Vpowered SUV , and seating for up to 9 passengers. Its
position in the Ford SUV lineup was replaced in by an extended-length version of the
Expedition. The last Excursion was produced on September 30, , at Ford's Louisville plant,
although the last Excursions were sold as models for the Mexican market. Production was
canceled to focus on Super Duty trucks. Shortly before launch, the Sierra Club awarded the
Excursion an " Exxon Valdez " award for this reason, in reference to the ill-fated oil tanker.
Sales were initially good, but slowed as gasoline prices rose. In , the 7. Industry insiders
expected Ford to stop producing the Excursion, but sales continued through the model year, for
which it received a minor facelift, and production of the Excursion ended in September Ford
needed to free up capacity at the Louisville plant that produces the Super Duty pickup trucks. A
more fuel efficient, extended-length Expedition , named the Expedition EL Max in Canada and
Mexico , has replaced the Excursion in the company's lineup for the model year. A 4-speed
automatic transmission was standard, a 5-speed automatic introduced in , which also saw the
availability of an upmarket Eddie Bauer trim line. The grille was updated for The 5. The 6. The
truck uses code U4 in the 5th and 6th positions of the VIN. The Excursion included a unique
feature called the "BlockerBeam", which was an under-bumper rollbar-like device that helped
stop smaller vehicles from sliding under an Excursion during collisions. The BlockerBeam
concept is now widely used in the industry. Categories : Pages using duplicate arguments in
template calls Articles with trivia sections from June Articles with invalid date parameter in
template Ford vehicles SUVs All wheel drive vehicles s automobiles Goods manufactured in the
United States. Navigation menu Personal tools Log in. Namespaces Page Discussion. Views
Read View source View history. Navigation Main page Recent changes Random page Help. This
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Full-size sport utility vehicle. Front engine , rear-wheel drive , four-wheel drive. Service Manual.
Lists of miscellaneous information should be avoided. Please relocate any relevant information
into appropriate sections or articles. June Compact pickup. Mid-size Pickup. Explorer Sport
Trac. Full-size pickup. Super Duty. Bronco II. Mid-size SUV. Full-size SUV. Transit Connect. The
Ford Excursion is a heavy duty, extended-length sport utility vehicle that was produced by Ford.
Derived from the F Super Duty pickup truck, the Ford Excursion was marketed primarily in

North America; a limited number were sold for export. Throughout its production, the Ford
Excursion was assembled at the Kentucky Truck Plant in Louisville, Kentucky alongside Super
Duty pickup trucks; the final example was produced on September 30, For , Ford introduced the
second-generation Ford Bronco. After the discontinuation of the International Harvester
Travelall, the Suburban became the sole full-size SUV produced in a four-door bodystyle far
larger than the Jeep Wagoneer. During the s and early s, four-door Broncos were developed; in
place of production vehicles, a limited number of license-built conversions mating a Bronco
body with F-Series crew cabs were sold. For , the Ford Bronco was replaced by the Ford
Expedition; coinciding with changing segment demands, the Expedition was offered solely as a
five-door wagon. While changing its body configuration, the Expedition retained model
commonality with the F-Series with its Bronco predecessor. Sized between the Chevrolet Tahoe
and Suburban, the Expedition was fitted with three-row seating offered by the Suburban.
Intended for work usage and towing, Super Duty F-Series trucks received a heavier-duty
chassis and suspension along with a distinct body design. The Ford Excursion was produced
sharing the platform architecture of the F Super Duty pickup truck. Other shared assemblies
include the front and rear suspension, along with the steering gear. The rear axle for all
Excursions was a Sterling The four wheel drive models were equipped with a NV transfer case
and Dana 50 front axle. During the development of the chassis, Ford learned that its initial
design caused smaller vehicles such as a Ford Taurus to become severely overridden in a
head-on collision. In the test, the tire of the Excursion drove up to the windshield of the Taurus
reducing the chance of survival for its driver. As a response, Ford modified the chassis to
include an under-bumper "blocker beam"; the device was initially tested by the French
transportation ministry in For the rear of the chassis, Ford chose to include a trailer hitch as
standard equipment in production to reduce underriding in rear-end collisions by smaller
vehicles. During its entire production, the Excursion was offered with both gasoline and diesel
engines. The standard engine was a 5. At its launch, the optional diesel engine was the
Navistar-produced 7. All four engines were paired with an automatic transmission. The 4-speed
4R automatic was fitted to the 5. As its GVWR was above 8. While its GVWR exempted it from
emissions standards applied to light-duty vehicles, Ford designed the powertrains of the
Excursion to meet low-emissions vehicle LEV status. While the Ford Expedition shared design
influences from the popular Ford Explorer, the Excursion adopted a high degree of commonality
from its F Super Duty counterpart. With the exception of its eggcrate grille styled similar to the
Ford Expedition and the third-generation Explorer, the front bodywork and four doors are
shared entirely with the Super Duty pickups. Styled similar to the Bronco with flush-mounted
glass, the Excursion is fitted with a third-row seat and rear cargo area behind the second-row
door; dependent on configuration, the vehicle could accommodate to nine passengers. In place
of a conventional liftgate, the cargo door was configured as a 3-way design, pairing an upper
liftgate with two lower dutch doors similar to the Chevrolet Astro; the taillamps were sourced
from the E-Series van. During its production, the Excursion saw few major changes to its
interior or exterior. For , the instrument panel was updated, receiving a digital odometer. For ,
the eggcrate grille was replaced by the three-bar grille used on Super Duty trucks. Coinciding
with its design commonality with the Ford Super Duty crew cab, the Excursion is among one of
the only mass-produced SUVs ever produced with four full-length passenger doors. The
Excursion adopted the trim nomenclature adopted across Ford light trucks in North America.
The base trim was XL marketed nearly exclusively for fleet sales, XLT standard trim in retail
markets, and Limited highest trim line. Following its use across many Ford light trucks, an
Eddie Bauer trim package was introduced for the Excursion for differing from the Limited
primarily in appearance. Limited: Included same features as XLT, but adds a power drivers seat,
rear audio controls, illuminated running boards, 16 in 41 cm alloy rims, front-speed sensitive
windshield wipers, five power points, ten cupholders, heated front seats, leather seats, and an
optional rear entertainment system with DVD player. For its model year launch, the Ford
Excursion was described by Popular Science as the "biggest sport utility on the planet. After
largely meeting sales projections at its launch, demand for the model line was affected by the
energy crisis of the s. While able to produce Similar in design and layout to the Excursion, the F
Tropivan differed primarily in its being a second-party conversion similar to the Centurion
Classic. In contrast to the Excursion, two different wheelbases of the model were produced. As
with all Super Duty trucks in Brazil, the Tropivan had a different engine selection throughout its
production run that included a 4. During and since its production, the Excursion has become a
basis for several types of aftermarket vehicles. As a result of its body commonality with the
Super Duty model range, the bodywork of the Excursion led to aftermarket conversions of Ford
medium-duty truck chassis Ford F and F to SUVs; to accommodate the longer wheelbase, the
body typically is fitted with an extra set of doors. At the other end of the size scale, the

Hennessey VelociRaptor SUV was created by mating the rear bodywork of the Excursion with
the bodywork of the first-generation Ford Raptor a practice similar to the creation of the s
Centurion Classic C Other conversions involve fitting Excursions with the front fascias of Super
Duty pickup trucks as the Excursion shares its chassis with the F The Excursion also served as
a basis for stretch limousines; coinciding with its heavier-duty chassis, many examples were
stretched unofficially longer than the inch limit imposed by Ford on the Lincoln Town Car
sedan. Facebook Twitter. Data driven analysis of used cars for sale, and specifically the market
for Ford Excursion. Ford Excursion with 24x14 americanforce wheels wrapped with Nitto tires.
View our large inventory of new and used cars for sale in Minnesota at Schwieters Auto Group.
Mar 19, Ford is riding the big wave by significantly boosting production of its covering the auto
business, the consumer packaged goods industry,. Shop millions of cars from over dealers and
find the perfect car. Check the carfax, find a low miles Excursion, view Excursion photos and
interior exterior. Ford Excursion Overview CarGurus. Ford Excursion cult refuses to let
excessive SUV go extinct. Research the Ford Excursion and learn about its generations,
redesigns and notable features from each individual model year. The Ford Excursion is big,
brawny, capable and powerful its also the largest SUV on the market today. Even so, the
Excursion is no larger than the hundreds. Officially endorsed by the Ford Motor Company and
trusted throughout the industry, Motorcrafts OE replacement battery cables are produced and
evaluated toâ€¦. Here you will find yearly Canadian and U. Clements Chevrolet is a Rochester
new, used, and pre owned vehicle dealer. We have the perfect truck, car, SUV, or minivan for
you. Come see Clements. Find aftermarket and OEM parts online or at a local store near you. It
was based on the Super Duty commercial line of pickup trucks and. Edmunds also has Used
Ford Excursion pricing, MPG, specs, pictures, safety features, delivers all you need to know to
make an informed car buying decision. Ford Excursion is a heavy duty, extended length sport
utility vehicle manufactured by Ford Motor Company from to The first Ford Excursion was. Call
for more information about Stock 9B Its like the best car ever. Itll tow almost anything I tie to it
and it has seating for 7 full size men. Never left me stranded and at k shes just getting broke in.
The Ford Excursion is a heavy duty Class 2, extended length sport utility vehicle that was
produced by Ford for the North American market. Introduced for the model year, the Excursion
remains the longest and heaviest SUV ever to enter mass production. View pricing, pictures and
features on this vehicle. Sep 1, No matter what the new Ford Excursions virtues may be - and
there are Although Ford did grab a chunk of the full size SUV business with the. See hi res
pictures, prices Owatonna Motor Company. Pre Owned Ford Excursion Limited 5. Find king
Ford Excursion at the best price. Design overview. Ford Excursion Parts and Accessories:
Automotive google - wiki. Sale Price Contact Us. See Important. Used Ford Excursion WB 6.
May 2, The answer is hiding in that News piece, where an industry analyst says: For a company
like Ford to bring back the Excursion now would seem. Car sales statistics for the Ford
Excursion and all other auto models in the US from early s to by year and to by month.
Inventory Details. Ford Excursion with 24x14 americanforce Moonshadow Dallas. View photos
and details of our entire. The Ford Excursion is a very beloved vehicle by many because of the
versatility they offer. These Excursions can be taken anywhere and the family can bring. Apr 22,
Built in , it was the second center of automobile production for the Ford Motor Company.
Afterwards, enjoy lunch downtown at Northern. Do you want a Ford Excursion that hasnt
traveled hundreds of thousands of miles? Youre in luck! Car News: Oversteer. Call for more
information. Ford Excursion Used Cars Cgoogle - wiki. Sell my Ford Excursion fast, safe and
fair. We will buy your Ford whatever the age, value or condition. Get your instant online Ford car
valuation. Pino - logical board game which is based on tactics and strategy. In general this is a
remix of chess, checkers and corners. The game develops imagination, concentration, teaches
how to solve tasks, plan their own actions and of course to think logically. It does not matter
how much pieces you have, the main thing is how they are placement! Cookies remember you
so we can give you a better online experience. Check your IP address. Convert case online. The
longest and heaviest SUV ever to enter.. Add an external link to your content for free. Share:
Facebook Twitter Publication Date: google-wiki. Users also searched: ford excursion for sale,
ford excursion , ford excursion , ford excursion engine, ford excursion interior, ford excursion
mpg, ford excursion v10, new ford excursion, fords, ford, excursion, ford excursion, motor,
company, auto, group, inc ford, motor company, cars, interior, engine, automotive, ford motor,
excursions, business, sale, motors, motor inc, ford excursion for sale, ford excursion interior,
ford excursion mpg, car company, ford excursion v, ford excursion engine, expedition, ford
excursions, motors inc, ford cars, Ford Motor Company. Lessons from the automotive loves
that dare not speak their names. Free and no ads no need to download or install Pino - logical
board game which is based on tactics and strategy. Feedback Check your IP address Convert
case online about us contact us privacy policy term of use. Ford Excursion massive SUV is kept

alive in custom re creations. Get Ford Excursion trim level prices and reviews.. Research the
with our expert reviews and ratings. This is truly one of a kind Ford Excursion last year they
made them , with correct modifications for the 6. Check the carfax, find a low miles, view
Excursion photos and interior exterior. Ford Excursion Parts and Accessories: Automotive:.
Excursion produced by Ford Motor Company for model years Oops, something went wrong!
Click here help us fix it for you. This item has been. Apr 30, Steve Simon loved his Ford
Excursion so much paid for twice: once when he bought it from dealer, and again nearly a
decade later. Ford Excursion for Sale Autotrader. Results 1 25 of Ford Excursion for Sale.
Locate dealers and find your car at Autotrader!. Find the best near you. We have Ford Excursion
vehicles for sale that are. Search over listings to find the best local deals. We analyze millions of
used cars. GM its H2. Dubbed Ford Valdez by the. I take viewers on a close look through the
interior and. Shop Ford vehicles for sale at. Research, compare and save listings, or contact
sellers directly from Excursion models nationwide.. May 1, Detroit News writes custom shop in
Oklahoma that is building about 40 new Excursions a year. Ford built the. Search TrueCar has
over listings nationwide, updated daily. Come find a great deal on used Ford Excursions in
your. Jul 31, Ford Motor Company has decided not build a second generation of the Excursion
sport utility vehicle, which is seven feet tall and able to. Learn more about. See the Ford
Excursion price range, expert review, consumer reviews, safety ratings, and listings near you..
Encyclopedic dictionary. Find Ford Excursion and other Ford cars on Easgoogle - wiki.
Determined to be the biggest on the block, Ford debuted the jumbo Excursion in as the world's
largest, heaviest SUV to date. During the Excursion's tenure, it was and to date, still is the only
SUV to be available with a V10 or a turbo-diesel engine shared with its heavy-duty truck line.
And its primary role was to dethrone the almighty Chevrolet Suburban and the rest of its
corporate mates as the biggest SUV available, and in this endeavor it succeeded handily and
then some , being 7. The Excursion also was some 1, pounds heavier, tipping the scales at more
than 7, pounds. While the Excursion was a boon to those who needed to seat 9 people with
room to spare and tow a 10, lb trailer, it was also not without controversy. Critics from various
environmental and safety camps were quick to take aim at the Excursion as an example of
wretched automotive excess and waste. Ford responded by noting that all three available
engines ranked as LEV low emission vehicle , and that the Excursion made extensive use of
recycled materials. Whether or not the Excursion is a classic case of overkill is subject to your
own personal interpretation, but if you were truly in need of the Excursion's unique size and
brawn and didn't need or want a heavy-duty pickup or a full-size van, this was the rig for you.
The Expedition shared the chassis and running gear with the F pickup line, along with its
standard Triton 5. It is often criticized for being a bit undersized to propel a vehicle this size,
especially in 4x4 trim most fleet Excursions utilize this engine due to its low cost and the low
end torque it produced. The vast majority of Excursions were equipped with either the standard
on 4x4 models Triton 6. All engines had the 4R designated, 4-speed automatic transmission.
The four-wheel-drive system utilized New Process Gear electronic shift, 2-speed transfer case. It
shifted between 2WD and 4-High or 4-Low via a dashboard switch, but was not intended for use
on dry pavement. The front axle Dana 50 has vacuum operated locking hubs that would lock in
the front axle when the inside selector switch was turned to 4WD. They also have an manual
override on them in case of vacuum failure. Excursion came equipped with D-rated tires but
were replaced E-rated tires after a couple of model years. Both versions had a fold-down
second-row bench and a removable third-row bench. The body had four side doors as well as
center-opening rear half-doors below a one-piece, top-hinged tailgate window. Fog lamps
became standard on the Limiteds, and the side-view mirrors also gained built-in turn signals.
Dashboards were revised slightly with new gauge graphics, but the gauge placemen
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t remained the same as before. Eddie Bauer models all had front and rear body-color trim set
off by beige accents, while the XLTs and Limiteds still had the chrome trim. Also, in midyear,
Ford dropped the 7. The gas 5. The 6. But owners were now offered a rear anti-sway bar which
the earlier models were said to have needed, improving the handling of the Excursion greatly.
The last Excursion was built on September 30, Still there would be no direct successor to the
Excursion, but when Ford redesigned its smaller half-ton based Expedition for , it was now
available in an extended-length EL version, which one could say is at least a spiritual Excursion
successor. Ford Motor Company. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account?
Start a Wiki. Here's a quick rundown: Contents. Categories :. Cancel Save. Universal Conquest
Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Corporate website. A brand of the Ford Motor
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